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One of the most serious consequences of the COVID- 19 
pandemic has been the disruption of children’s educa-
tion worldwide with the closure of schools for public 
health reasons. Projections from UNESCO Institute for 
Statistics show that nearly 100  million children across 
eight age cohorts would move below the minimum profi-
ciency threshold in reading in 2020 due to the pandemic 
(UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2021). Both current 
studies and experience of school closures due to previ-
ous similar crises, such as the Ebola epidemic, show that 
COVID- 19 closures risk exacerbating vulnerabilities for 
those who are already disadvantaged (Azevedo et al., 
2021). This includes lack of access to the vital nutrition 
provided by school nutrition programs (Borkowski et al., 
2021); exposure to violence at home; early marriages and 
pregnancies for girl children (De Paz et al., 2020); lack 
of social interaction (Larsen et al., 2021); and deepen-
ing inequalities for those without access to the Internet 
(United Nations Children’s Fund & International 
Telecommunication Union, 2020).

While the serious consequences of these disruptions 
are well recorded, less attention has been paid to the 
human rights breaches entailed. Governments through-
out the world have ratified international human rights 
treaties which enshrine the right to education, together 
with the rights to equality and non- discrimination, pri-
vacy, life, food, personal security, and housing. These 

are not just political promises as in the Sustainable 
Development Goals, but create legally binding obliga-
tions on States. This paper examines and elaborates the 
legally binding human rights obligations in relation to the 
right to education and non- discrimination, which should 
provide the basis for governments to determine their pri-
orities and allocate their already strained resources for 
emerging from the pandemic. A human rights- based 
approach is essential to ensure that measures taken to 
mitigate the effects of the pandemic both now and in 
the future do not exacerbate inequalities in access to the 
right to education, and fully comply with States’ legally 
binding commitments in international human rights law.

The right to education is found in three international 
human rights treaties, the Convention on the Rights of 
the Child (“CRC,” 1989), the International Covenant 
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“ICESCR,” 
1966), and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities (“CRPD,” 2006). The CRC has been rati-
fied by 196 out of 197 States, excluding only the United 
States; ICESCR has 171 ratifications; and CRPD has 
182. Ratifying States are obliged to ensure that their 
domestic law complies with the treaty's provisions: 
States which fail to comply will be in breach of interna-
tional law. While the United States has signed all three 
Covenants, it has not ratified them. Signing without rat-
ifying a treaty does not establish consent to be bound. 
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However, it creates an obligation on the signatory State 
to refrain from acts which would defeat the object and 
purposes of the treaty (“Vienna Convention,” 1969), Art, 
18. The United States cannot, therefore ignore its obliga-
tions under the three Conventions.

The COVID- 19 pandemic has not extinguished States’ 
binding obligations under the Covenants. Three key as-
pects should be highlighted. First, the obligation to ful-
fill the right to education comes with a duty to do so 
without discrimination on a range of grounds, including 
race, gender, disability, language, national or social or-
igin, birth, or “other status” (CRC, 1989, Art. 2; CRPD, 
2006, Art. 4; ICESCR, 1966, Art. 2), such as economic 
and social situation (Committee on economic social and 
cultural rights, 2009). This duty is particularly salient 
during the current pandemic, when deep pre- existing 
inequalities have been magnified and intensified. While 
States have instituted mitigating measures, such as on-
line teaching, these have also exacerbated inequalities in 
access to the key infrastructure for such learning, includ-
ing access to Internet, computers, housing, and parental 
support. UNESCO has reported that half of all learners 
who could not go to school due to the pandemic had no 
access to a household computer and as many as 43% have 
no Internet at home, a figure which reaches as much as 
82% for sub- Saharan Africa (UNESCO, 2020). Girls’ 
are often allowed less access to technologies than boys, 
and children with visual and hearing impairments are 
frequently excluded. In addition, parents, teachers, and 
learners may not have the skills to use these technologies 
(Education International, 2020).

In emerging from the pandemic, the non- 
discrimination duty will not be fulfilled merely by miti-
gating the extra burden falling on disadvantaged groups 
due to the pandemic itself. States are also required to re-
dress the structural deficits in education which made it 
inevitable that a pandemic would exacerbate inequality. 
The UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Education 
(UNSR) in her report on the impact of COVID on the right 
to education, emphasizes that the numerous innovative 
measures adopted by governments could not compensate 
for “past failures to build strong and resilient education 
systems and to fight entrenched inequalities” (Special 
Rapporteur on the Right to Education, 2020). A human 
rights compliant framework requires States to ensure 
that they understand and address the factors contrib-
uting to the increased discrimination in the enjoyment 
of the right to education during the crisis, including the 
consequences of poorly funding educational institutions.

The second key element concerns States’ duty to devote 
the “maximum of their available resources, individually 
or through international assistance and co- operation” 
to the fulfillment of the right to education (CRC, 1989, 
Art 4; CRPD, 2006, Art 4(2); ICESCR, 1966 Art 2(1)). 
Conversely, if any deliberately retrogressive measures 
are taken, the State Party must prove that this is only 
after the most careful consideration of all alternatives 

and in the context of the full use of the State Party's 
maximum available resources (Committee on economic 
social and cultural rights, 1999). Until recently, treaty 
bodies responsible for monitoring compliance with the 
Conventions (treaty bodies) tended to assess available 
resources only by reference to States’ chosen budgets 
and international assistance (Balakrishnan et al., 2011). 
In the last decade, however, treaty bodies have indicated 
that States also have an obligation to mobilize resources, 
including by investment in employment, education, 
and health. Importantly, investment in accessible and 
quality education is regarded as a measure that both 
protects individual rights and increases a state's assets 
and therefore the resources available to support human 
rights in the long- term (Independent Expert on the ef-
fects of foreign debt and other related international fi-
nancial obligations of States on the full enjoyment of 
human rights, 2016). Nor is this an obligation States are 
required to carry out single- handedly. Wealthier States 
have a duty of co- operation and assistance, and treaty 
bodies have endorsed the UN recommended target of 
the expenditure 0.7% GNI on Overseas Development 
Aid (Committee on economic social & cultural rights, 
2017). This is, however, only a weakly developed obliga-
tion in international human rights law. Given that gov-
ernments, such as the United Kingdom, are now using 
the pandemic as a pretext for swingeing cuts to Overseas 
Development Aid, there is an urgent need for this obli-
gation to be clarified and strengthened in treaty bodies’ 
compliance efforts.

As well as requiring a wider mobilization of resources 
to fulfill human rights, States are obliged to use their re-
sources efficiently and to distribute them fairly. There 
has been a strong presumption in recent decades that ef-
ficiency is enhanced by the privatization of education, and 
especially through low- fee and for- profit private schools. 
The World Bank, the largest external funder of educa-
tion in poor countries, has a policy of actively advising 
countries to expand private education provision through 
public– private partnerships (PPP) and for- profit schools, 
including making loans and other funding conditional on 
expanding funding for PPP. An Oxfam study found that 
22% of World Bank funding to governments for primary 
and secondary education between 2013 and 2018 included 
direct support for private provision (Bous, 2019). However, 
the evidence shows that low- fee and commercial private 
schools do not provide a path to quality education for all, 
as required by the right to education. School fees, even 
those considered low, restrict girls’ access to schooling, 
running counter to the huge increases in girls’ entry to 
school with the widespread elimination of user fees at pub-
lic schools since 2000 (United Nations, 2015). Research in 
Pakistan and Uganda found that World- Bank supported 
PPP schools were not affordable to the poorest children, 
especially girls and pupils with disabilities, and that the 
quality of education was poor (Bous, 2019). Moreover, low 
fee private schools cut costs by paying very low salaries to 
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teachers and using poorly qualified teachers, the majority 
of whom are women. Particularly worryingly, these ini-
tiatives allow States to abdicate responsibility for public 
education and deplete State funding. While the ICESCR 
requires States to respect the liberty of parents to choose 
private schools, States must ensure that such schools con-
form to minimum educational standards (ICESCR, 1966, 
Art 13(3)), and are not required to fund them (Fredman, 
2021). This liberty to establish private schools should not 
interfere in any way with the duty on States to provide free 
compulsory, non- discriminatory primary education.

The UNSR has expressed particular concern at the sit-
uation in private schools during and after COVID. Since 
the economic model of such institutions is heavily reliant 
on the payment of fees, many have imposed pay cuts or 
compulsory leave without pay on their staff, even though 
they continue to work from home (Special Rapporteur on 
the Right to Education, 2020). Particularly worrying are 
reports suggesting a collapse of low- fee private schools 
in Pakistan and other countries, resulting in increased 
pressure on the public system to enroll such children 
when they re- open. As the UNSR concludes, this is a 
clear demonstration of the limitations of education mod-
els based on privatization and commercialization and 
re- emphasizes States’ central human rights obligation 
to “prioritize the funding and provision of free, quality, 
public education” (Special Rapporteur on the Right to 
Education, 2020). Also of concern is the need for proper 
control and regulation of the many private actors who 
have entered the educational field through digital tech-
nologies. Such private actors should not be permitted to 
capture limited public resources required to be spent on 
education, and other options such as public online learn-
ing platforms should be enhanced (Special Rapporteur 
on the Right to Education, 2020).

The third key element concerns the nature of States’ 
duties. Although the full realization of the right to ed-
ucation might not be possible immediately, States have 
a “specific and continuing obligation to move as expe-
ditiously as possible towards the full realization” of the 
right (Committee on economic social and cultural rights, 
1999). Importantly, non- discrimination is an immediate 
duty, which cannot be delayed. The closure of schools 
during the COVID- 19 pandemic magnified States’ obli-
gations to provide access to schools. However, States’ ob-
ligations extend beyond access. States are also required 
to ensure the provision of functioning educational in-
stitutions with sanitation, safe drinking water, trained 
teachers, IT, and computer facilities. Schools must also 
be accessible, physically, and economically; acceptable 
in form and substance; and adaptable to changing needs 
(Committee on economic social and cultural rights, 1999). 
Ultimately, States must ensure education is directed to 
the overriding aims expressed in the Covenants, which 
include both the development of the child's personality 
and abilities to their fullest potential, and their prepara-
tion to participate effectively in society “in the spirit of 

understanding, peace, tolerance, equality of sexes, and 
friendship among all peoples …”. (CRC, 1989, Art. 13; 
CRPD, 2006, Art 24; ICESCR, 1966, Art. 29(1)(a) and 
(d)). Online teaching only very partially achieves these 
objectives, and then only for a minority of learners. The 
use of digital tools, while bringing important benefits, 
also needs to be managed in a human- rights compliant 
way. In particular, children's right to privacy requires 
States to protect their education data, especially in rela-
tion to the collection, retention, or sharing of such data 
(Special Rapporteur on the Right to Education, 2020), 
for commercial, immigration, or security purposes.

For our youngest generations, the loss of education 
during the pandemic has been a heavy burden, and its 
consequences will linger in years to come. Moreover, the 
pandemic exposed the deep underlying inequalities and 
weaknesses in the system, as well as triggering further po-
tential human rights breaches. The promise of “building 
back better” once we emerge from this pandemic should 
have the right to education as a central pillar. This is not 
just a good policy choice for both individuals and societies. 
It is a binding obligation in international human rights law.
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